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The RD53B Pixel Readout Chip Manual

A BSTRACT: Manual for the RD53B design common to the ATLAS and CMS pixel readout chips.
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1. Overview
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The readout chips for the ATLAS and CMS HL-LHC pixel detectors are two separate instances
of a common design framework called RD53B. The main difference between ATLAS and CMS
is the size of the pixel matrix. RD53B is based on the RD53A integrated circuit [1] together with
production requirements defined by the experiments [?].
RD53B is a pixel readout chip framework that can be instantiated into different size physical
chips. The design work and much of the verification are largely independent of the final instantiated
size. RD53B consists of a pixel matrix and a chip bottom. The pixel matrix is built up of identical
8 by 8 pixel cores stepped and repeated in columns and rows. A core is physically 400 µm by
400 µm. The selected numbers of core columns and rows determine the chip size. The chip bottom
contains all the system functionality and should be viewed as a fixed element that does not depend
on matrix size. A physical chip, therefore, cannot be narrower than 20 mm (50 cores), because that
is the length of the unique wire bonding pad frame in the chip bottom, but it can be wider. The
height (number of core rows) is not constrained by the chip bottom, but is limited to a maximum of
50 by power and bias distribution as well as readout timing. This high level organization concept
is shown in Fig. 1. The instantiated dimensions are detailed in Sec. 2.

Figure 1: Conceptual depiction of RD53B framework, with a matrix composed of 50 or more
columns by up to 50 rows of identical cores, and a fixed chip bottom. The dashed lines indicate the
minimum width of 50 cores.
60
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The core contains 64 pixel front ends organized in 16 identical so-called analog islands with
4 fronts ends each, which are embedded in a flat digital synthesized “sea” as shown in Fig. 2.
Although the circuitry around each island is not identical but depends on the placement of gates by
the synthesis tool, RD53A and prior small prototypes have shown that this approach (with suitable
synthesis constraints) does not introduce any visible systematic differences between islands. The
core size has not been made larger so that it can be verified with a transistor level analog simulation.
The analog front end and island design are described in Sec. 4. The digital core design is described
in Sec. 5. Further details about the pixel matrix produced by stepping and repeating cores, including
the distribution of analog biases, are given in Sec 6.
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Figure 2: Layout view of analog islands within synthesized logic. Four complete islands can be
seen in the center of the figure. One core contains four by four analog islands.
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The chip bottom contains all system functionality and the wire bond pads. RD53B is a systemon-chip including power management, sophisticated digital communication, sensing and monitoring. An overview of the system operation that can serve as a quick-start guide is given in Sec 3,
with details about each function covered in independent sections. All tabular information, including
pinout and configuration register values, is collected in the Reference section (Sec 17) for efficient
lookup, rather than spreading the tables throughout the document.
Power and reset, including design of the Shunt-LDO regulators are covered in Sec 7. The
command and control interface (how one talks to the chip) and the configuration are covered in
Sec 8. The data output (what comes out of the chip), including special (non-hit data) and the
aggregation of data from multiple chips, are described in Sec. 10. The sensing and monitoring
functions are described in Sec 12. Test features and miscellaneous functions are covered in Sec 13.
Technical details about the data flow and digital design of the chip bottom are given in Sec. 15. The
design of the bump bond and wire bond pads is described in Sec 16. RD53B only has wire bond
pads along the bottom edge.
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Parameter
Pixel bump pitch
pixel rows (H)
pixel columns (W)
core columns

ATLAS CMS
50 µm × 50 µm
384
336
400
432
50
54

Table 1: Chip matriz sizes for ATLAS and CMS chips.

2. Dimensions and Floorplan
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3. System Operation (Quick Start Guide)
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4. Analog Front End
5. Digital Core
6. Matrix and Bias Distribution
7. Power and Reset
8. Command, Control, and Configuration
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9. Trigger Processing
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10. Data Output

100

The RD53B data output improves upon RD53A on several fronts. It consists of tagged data fragments, such that the readout will automatically recover from transmission errors without any action
from the DAQ. Tagged data would permit event building to be performed off chip if desired, but
the RD53B baseline is to build events on-chip, such that a full event is output before sending any
data for the next event. The RD53B output is more efficient than RD53A (25% fewer bits per hit
or better) for the full range of event sizes across the detector layers. The transmission protocol
used is multilane AURORA 64b/66b as in the RD53A chip, but the bit packing (encoding) prior to
the AURORA processing is different. The electrical characteristics of the outputs are described in
Sec. 10.1 and the AURORA formatting is described in Sec. 15.2.

105

Within the AURORA blocks, the hit data are packaged in streams, not events or fixed frames.
AURORA framing is not used (in other words, the output is one infinite length AURORA frame). A
stream is a self-contained, variable length data container beginning with a tag (8 bits) and followed
by a mix of hit data and possibly other tags (called internal tags, which are 11 bits). Streams and
their contents are described in Sec. 10.3 to 10.9.

95

There are two encoding modes: single chip and multi-chip. Multi-chip encoding must be used
when performing data aggregation. The encoding description in Sec. 10.4 is given for single chip
mode, and the effect of multi-chip mode is described in Sec. 10.7. The use of multi-chip mode for
data aggregation is described in Sec. 11.

10.1 Output drivers

TAP0
TAP1

50
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The output is highly configurable and must be correctly set up to perform as required. All
possible configuration combinations are not explicitly discussed in this manual. The basic configuration for single chip operation was described in Sec. 3. Control of event size and data filtering
options are covered in Sec. 10.8. Use of pre-emphasis for operation with lossy cables is included in
Sec. 10.1. Use of test modes, for example for bit error rate studies, is covered in Sec.13. Technical
details of clock and data recovery and serialization are given in Sec.14.
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TXDATA_N
TXDATA_P

TAP2

SER_DATA
0

predriver

0

SER_CLK
INV_TAP1 EN_TAP1

EN
TAP0
TAP1
TAP2

INV_TAP2 EN_TAP2

ITAP0

ITAP1

ITAP2

Output stage

Tap configuration
TAP configuration
• INV_TAP[2:1]
• EN_TAP[2:1]

CML output configuration
• EN
• TAP0_BIAS[9:0]
• TAP1_BIAS[9:0]
• TAP2_BIAS[9:0]

Figure 3: Detailed CML driver functional block diagram including TAP circuit
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...

N data blocks

1 register blocks
1 register blocks
N data blocks
N data blocks
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2b ID 2b stat. 10b address

16b value

10b address

...

16b value

0-511 are global registers
512-895 are offset pixel row numbers
01 NS

63b of stream data
OR

01 ID NS

61b of stream data
OR

10

0x78

AURORA code

48b unused

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of output data highest level format, consisting of N data or idle blocks
followed by one register block. Each block consists of an AURORA 2-bit header that can be 01 or
10, plus 64 scrambled bits. The diagram shows the content of the 64 bits before scrambling. The
gray shaded 8-bit fields with values given in hex have a meaning defined in the AURORA protocol.
The possible zz values are given in the text. NS stands for New Stream bit and ID for the two least
significant bits of the chip ID.
Register block Aurora code (hex)
0xB4
0x55
0x99
0xD2
0xCC

Meaning
both register fields are of type AutoRead
first frame is AutoRead, second is from a read register command
first is from a read register command, second frame is AutoRead
both register fields are from read register commands
Indicates an error. Fields are meaningless

Table 2: Meaning of Aurora code (zz) in the periodic register block.

10.2 AURORA and register blocks
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At the highest level, the RD53B output is encoded with AURORA [?] 64b/66b on 1 to 4 parallel
lanes (programmable). Each lane runs nominally 1.28 Gbps, but can be divided down by 2, 4,
or 8. Each enabled lane outputs an endless succession of 66 bit AURORA blocks. The multilane AURORA protocol uses strict alignment, which means that all lanes send the same type of
AURORA block at any given time. AURORA start and end of frame markers are not used and only
some of the non-data blocks are used. AURORA blocks consist of 66-bits (Fig. 4). Each block has
a 2-bit sync header that can be 01 or 10, followed by 64 scrambled bits. Because the header is not
scrambled, it permits frame alignment of the received data. Frame alignment identifies where each
66 bit block starts. Header 01 always indicates an AURORA data type, while the 10 header blocks
can be of user data type or AURORA command type. RD53B implements two independent output
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“channels”, data and register (or service), which are time-multiplexed onto a single bitstream. The
output stream basic unit consists of ND RD53A data blocks (a through d) plus one register/service
block (e). This ND :1 ratio is programmable so the user can decide what fraction of bandwidth to
reserve for data. When there is no data to send out (frames a, b), idles are sent. Register blocks
(e) will not be sent except in their allocated turn every N data or idle blocks. The interval N is
used on every lane regardless of how many lanes are active. For example, with ND =48, 2% of the
output bandwidth is permanently unavailable for hit data (in addition to the 3% consumed by the
2-bit 64b/66b header). At 4×1.28 Gbps output bandwidth this 2% is sufficient for the maximum
possible register readback of 64 Mbps, since 2% of 5 Gbps = 100 Mbps (See Sec. ??). In the register
blocks, an 8-bit code follows the sync header, as specified by the 64b/66b protocol, leaving 56 bits
available for user information, which are allocated as a 2-bit chip ID plus two 26 bit registers (10bit extended address plus 16-bit value = 26 bits) plus 2 status bits. (This is a small change relative
to RD53A, which did not include chip ID bits and had 4 status bits).
ID[2 bits] 2x( [e-address (10 bits)] [value (16 bits)] ) [status (2 bits)]
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Because of the chip ID, the register block is always compatible with multi-chip mode. The 10bit extended addresses (e-address) in the register block are: MSB=0, followed by the 9-bit global
register address, or MSB=1, followed by the 9-bit pixel row address in case of reading global
register 0 (the pixel configuration portal register). The separation of the output into two timemultiplexed channels guarantees a certain bandwidth for both data and register information without
the need for a complex priority arbitration containing safeguards against all possible pathologies.
The format is depicted schematically in Fig. 4.
The periodic register block coming out every ND data frames is filled automatically, even
without there having been a read register command. The possible AURORA values denoted zz
in Fig. 4 are given in Table 2. The two 16-bit registers are denoted Ai and Bi, where i is the lane
number (0 to 3). The automatic filling of the Ai and Bi registers is controlled by eight configuration
registers Auto-Ai and Auto-Bi, which have default values, but which the user is free to change. The
auto-fill register addresses are specific to each lane. Thus if only lane 0 is used then only Auto-A0
and Auto-B0 are functional. RdReg commands will queue the registers specified by the command
for output on lane 0 only, with priority over auto fill. Lanes 1 to 3 are unaffected by the RdReg
command and only output their assigned auto-fill registers. If only one RdReg command has been
received, then the A0 register will be auto-filled while the B0 register will contain the requested
register. If more than one was received then both registers will be requested registers and auto-fill
will wait. It may instead be desirable to monitor something of interest with the Auto-A/B registers
and it is up to the user to decide what that is. The 2 status code has a fixed meaning as specified in
Table 3.
10.3 AURORA and streams

165

Each AURORA 64 bit data block, before scrambling, begins with an optional chip ID (only in
multi-chip mode) and the New Stream bit (NS). If NS=1, this indicates the start of a new stream,
which can be decoded without any information about the data that came before. If NS=0, this
indicates that the previous stream simply continues, and therefore the data following NS=0 cannot
be interpreted without having the prior part of the stream. Fig. 5 shows an example of six AURORA
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Status Code (decimal)
0
1
2
3

Meaning
Ready
There has been an error since the last register frame
There has been a warning since the last register frame
Both 1 and 2

Table 3: Meaning of 2-bit status code

170

data blocks representing two streams of different length. Configuration readback and monitoring
data are not included streams, but is sent in periodically inserted AURORA command blocks just
as in RD53A. Streams contain only hit data.

Figure 5: Example of six AURORA blocks (top) containing two streams (bottom).

175

A stream must not be thought of as an event; it can be smaller than one event or it can contain
hits from multiple events. However, every stream does contain the full data for an integer number
of hits. A new stream always begins with a tag (8 bits) and followed by a mix of hit data and
possibly other tags (called internal tags, which are 11 bits). The initial tag is always present, even
if the new stream contains hits from the same event as the previous stream (so same tag). Also a
tag is always output for every trigger received, even if the event is empty. The possible tag values
are given in Table 4. The hit data are compressed, and, therefore variable length (number of bits
per hit varies), and the stream encoding exploits this variability.
Tag values (decimal)
0-208
209-219
220-223
224-227

228-231
232-235
236-239
240-255

Meaning
extended tag received in trigger command
not used
Corrupted tag base in trigger command
one value for each BCID in trigger command
Duplicate tag received in trigger command
(not finished processing previous trigger
with this same tag). One value per BCID
Another Duplicate tag received
Another Duplicate tag received
Another Duplicate tag received
Self triggers

Table 4: Possible tag values and their meaning.
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10.4 Hit data encoding
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Within a stream, hit data encoding uses a hierarchical address of core-column (ccol), quarter-core
row (qrow) within that column plus neighbor and “more data” bits, and 2 row x 8 column quartercore hit map, compressed as explained later. Following the quarter-core hit map are the ToT values
for all hit pixels in the quarter-core. Fig. 6 shows the bit content of various hypothetical short
streams, without showing AURORA block boundaries. Each of these streams could span one or
more AURORA blocks. The NS bit at the start of each AURORA block is, therefore, only shown
for the start of the stream. These examples illustrate the encoding hierarchy, where the different
fields appear depending on the data content, and the functioning of the neighbor and “more data”
bits. The “more data” bit is 1 to indicate there are more hit quarter-cores in the current core column,
and 0 for the last qrow address in the core-column. Placing all ToT’s in one block after the quartercore map makes it simpler to compress, reduce, or drop ToT, should one of those be needed, but
the default encoding keeps the 4-bit ToT values intact.

Figure 6: Examples of encoded stream data with no AURORA block boundaries shown: (a) one
hit quarter-core each in two ccols, (b) two separated quarter-cores hit in same ccol, (c) two neighbor
quarter-cores hit in same ccol, (d) one hit quarter-core each in two different events, (e) an empty
event followed by an event with one hit quarter-core, followed by another event. A color key to the
field types is shown at the bottom. The number of bits in each field is shown in square brackets.
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The ccol address is not compressed. The allowed range is 1-55. The value 0 is reserved as
explained in the next section. Since all valid ccol values are < 56 (binary 111000), an address
111xxx is interpreted as the first bits of an internal tag instead of a ccol. The full internal tag is thus
111xxx xxxxx.
The qrow addresses (within a core core column) are compressed with a simple method, so will
use fewer than 8 bits per address on average, but are followed by flag bits: the neighbor bit and the
more data bit. Table 5 shows the encoded qrow addresses including the special cases of precision
ToT data, explained in Sec. 10.9. The compression takes advantage of the fact that the quarter
core row address never starts with 11, because there are at most 384/2 = 192 qrows (addressed 0 to
191). Thus, addresses 128-191 are written with 7 bits instead of 8: 1xxxxxx instead of 10xxxxxx.
Addresses lower than 128 use all 8 bits: 00xxxxxx or 01xxxxxx. The same scheme is used if there
are fewer rows- in this case addresses between 0 and some value will never appear. (Excluding
addresses near zero is preferred to excluding addresses near 191, because high value addresses
save one bit while low value addresses do not).
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Address
range
0-127
0-127
0-127
0-127
128-190
128-190
128-190
128-190
191
191
192

Binary
code
0xxx xxxx
0xxx xxxx
0xxx xxxx
0xxx xxxx
10xx xxxx
10xx xxxx
10xx xxxx
10xx xxxx
1011 1111
1011 1111
1100 0000

Address+1
also hit?
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
no
no

More data
in this ccol?
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no

encoded
qrow
0xxx xxxx 00
0xxx xxxx 10
0xxx xxxx 01
0xxx xxxx 11
1xxx xxx0 0
1xxx xxx1 0
1xxx xxx0 1
1xxx xxx1 1
1111 1110 0
1111 1110 1
1111 1111

Table 5: Qrow address encoding reference including neighbor and more data bits. Addresses 191
and 192 are special cases. For 191, the neighbor bit is always zero, since that is the last qrow address
and therefore cannot have qrow+1 neighbor. Address 192 does not correspond to physical pixels,
but is used to transmit precision ToT data. Address 192 can have no neighbor, but is distinguished
form 191 by a re-purposed neighbor bit, taking advantage that it could never be 1 for address 191.
As 192 is necessarily the last address in a ccol, it does not need a more data bit.
10.5 Stream construction
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The encoder must decide when to end a stream and start a new one. The encoder does not know
in advance when a stream will end; the data will determine that. A stream will end when (1) there
is no more data to be sent or (2) the last ToT value for a hit quarter-core happens to occur less
than E bits from the 64-bit AURORA block boundary. (E stands for end.) The value E is not
constant, but is set to 0 at the start of a stream and is incremented by one step for each quartercore added to the stream. This discourages the construction of consecutive short streams and also
prevents the construction of very long streams. (The problem with very long streams is that a single
transmission error (bit flip) will corrupt the decoding of the entire stream.) The stream length will
have a statistical distribution determined by the data, but tempered by the choice of E-step. A
large E-step (for example 4 per quarter-core) will force a narrow stream length distribution, while
a small E-step (for example 0.5 per quarter-core) will result in a broader distribution with higher
mean. Fig. 7 is an update of Fig. 5 with sample values of E shown.

Figure 7: Six AURORA frames containing two streams with sample E values used by the encoder
shown, where s is the E-step, as explained in the text.
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For both of the conditions that end a stream, there will typically be a remainder of “orphan”
bits between the end of the stream and end of the last 64 bit frame. These bits could be used for
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something, but for simplicity we assume they are just padded with zeros. The DAQ should ignore
orphan fragments. For easy identification of orphan fragments the core column addresses start at 1
instead of 0. Thus, 000000 effectively marks the end of a stream. If there are fewer than 6 orphan
bits they will still be recognized because they are preceding an NS=1 frame. Fig. 8 shows the bit
content of a hypothetical stream extending across two AURORA blocks.

Figure 8: Encoded output for one hit quarter-core in one core column, and two adjacent hit quartercores in another core column, spanning two AURORA blocks. The new stream bit (red) is set for
the first AURORA block (top) and zero for the second, indicating that the stream continues in the
second AURORA block. Orphan bits set to zero (dark red) end the stream in the second AURORA
block.
The E-step size also affects the orphan size distribution. A larger step size wastes more bandwidth on orphan fragments. Table 1 (to be added) shows results from a toy simulation comparing
the new data format to the RD53A format. The effect of the E-step can also be seen.
10.6 Hit map compression
230
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The quarter-core hit map (16 bits) is compressed using a binary tree. This section explains the
compression in an algorithmic way that is easy to understand, but does not reflect how it implemented in the chip. The compression can be divided in two actions: (A) construct binary tree and
(B) replace a selected 2-bit code with a 1-bit code.
(A) Binary tree construction This can be done recursively in 3 steps (for the 16 pixel quartercore) as follows
1. divide quarter-core in two halves and label each half with 1 if it contains any hits and 0 if it
does not
2. repeat step 1 for each half labeled 1.
3. repeat step 1 for each quarter labeled 1.
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One now has identified all pixel pairs with at least one hit (each quarter has two pixel pairs).
The 2-bit map for each hit pixel pair is saved. The results of the compression are: 2 bits for step
1, from 2 to 4 bits for step 2, from 2 to 8 bits for step 3, plus the 2-bit maps of all the hit pairs. A
quarter-core hit map with a single hit will have an 8-bit binary tree representation. A quarter-core
with 2 hits will have a binary tree with between 8 and 18 bits, etc. (these numbers will reduced by
action B).
A required ingredient for constructing a tree is a definition of the core subdivisions. For
example, in (1), we need to decide which pixels are in the first half and which in the second half
of the core. The implemented subdivisions are left-right for step (1), top-bottom for step (2), and
left-right for step (3). The trees for two example hit maps are depicted in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9: Depiction of binary trees for two example quarter-core maps. The bottom tier of the
trees consists of 2-pixel hit maps.
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(B) Bit code replacement. It should be clear from Fig. 9that the bit code 00 never appears, since
only maps with at least one hit are being encoded. As there are only three used 2-bit codes, one
of them can be replaced with a 1-bit code. The substitution 01 → 0 is made everywhere. This is a
minimal case of Huffman coding. The encoded maps for Fig. 9 thus become:
• 11.1101.010110.110110 → 11.110.0010.11010 (14 bits instead of 18)
• 01.01.01.10 → 0.0.0.10 (5 bits instead of 8)
Note that the choice 01 → 0 instead of 10 → 0 is arbitrary and makes no difference for the
given choice of subdivisions, as they are symmetric.
10.7 Multi-chip encoding

Figure 10: Example of encoded and merged data outputs from two chips with ID LSBs 10 and 11.
For chip 10 a complete stream spanning 4 AURORA blocks is shown, containing two events, the
first with hits in two ccols and the second with hits in only one. For chip 11 the start of a stream
is shown spanning 2 AURORA blocks so far, having one event with hits in one ccol. Note that the
first two AURORA blocks belong to chip 10, after which they alternate between the two chips. The
order of blocks in a merged bitstream depends on when the data from each chip is ready. There
may also have been AURORA idles or non-data words (such as register readback), which would
have been removed or split off by the decoder and are not part of the streams.
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Data merging combines data from multiple chips onto a single AURORA output. In this mode
each chip still produces streams, but the merged data contains AURORA data blocks from multiple
chips. To reconstruct the streams from a given chip, the DAQ must be able to determine which
AURORA block belongs to which chip. This is accomplished by adding ID bits prior to the NS bit,
at the start of every AURORA 64 bit block (before scrambling). Thus, instead of 1/64 overhead
from the NS bit, one now will have 3/64 overhead (assuming NS bit plus 2 ID bits). These two
ID bits can be the least significant bits of the wire bonded chip ID. All other aspects of the stream
encoding remain the same. Fig. 10 shows the bit content of a hypothetical merged data output
containing two streams, one from chip ID=10 and another from chip ID=11, extending across
multiple AURORA blocks.
Because the stream protocol respects AURORA blocks. The decoder just needs to combine
all blocks with the same ID in order to reconstruct the streams from that chip. Multi-chip encoding
is the default setting, as the presence of ID bits upon power up will be a nice diagnostic tool even
when not using data merging. For maximum data transmission efficiency, single-chip encoding
would be selected upon configuring the chip.
10.8 Event size and data filtering
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Unphysically large events due to exception conditions can cause readout problems and it may be
desirable to suppress them. An event truncation capability is implemented prior to data encoding,
such that unwanted data are discarded early on and never even encoded.
In addition to event truncation, it can be desirable to filter out hits known to be backgrounds.
A filter is implemented to discard single hit clusters with ToT less than a programmed value. A
single hit cluster is identified by checking for hits in its neighbors within one core column and not
across core column boundaries. One therefore cannot tell in general if along the edges of a core
column have hit neighbors or not. Thus, less than 100% of background single hit clusters can be
discarded by this filtering. As the purpose of this filtering is to reduce the impact of backgrounds on
bandwidth utilization, the benefit from filtering 100% of backgrounds is likely not worth increased
complexity needed. Furthermore, not rejecting a fraction of the background (which can of course
still be rejected off-line if desired), has the benefit of allowing to monitor the background level and
the effectiveness of the on-chip filtering.
The “neighbor map” used for this filter depends on the bump bonded sensor and possibly on
user requirements not known in advance. Thus, the desired neighbor map must be programmed as a
bit pattern in the chip configuration. The neighbor bit pattern tells the filter which pixels to consider
as a given pixel’s neighbors. Two 16-bit mask patterns are programmed, one for even columns and
one for odd columns, as illustrated in Fig. 11. To keep the mask to 16 bits, which conveniently fits
one global register, the second pixel in the same row and same column pair is always considered a
neighbor and, therefore, does not require a mask bit. The 16-bit mask allows selection of diagonal
neighbors as well as up/down and left/right. Fig. 11 shows the more complex case of a 25x100
sensor. For a 50x50 sensor, the mask bits selecting all neighbors (including diagonal) would be
1,2,3,7,11,12,13 (2,3,4,8,12,13,14) for even (odd) columns.
Additionally, there is one filter enable bit for each column in the chip (as opposed to one
per column within a core) to give the used full flexibility for where to use the filter. In addition
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to disabling the filter of the edge columns of a core, one can, for example, disable the filter for
columns where dead pixels would cause real non-isolated hits to appear isolated.

Figure 11: Bump pattern for one core bump bonded to a 25x100 pixel sensor. Column numbers
are shown along the bottom. The red (blue) square bump pads are connected to the pink (light
blue) pixels. Two pixels/bump pads are highlighted in lime/yellow and the 16 pixels identified by
the 16-bit neighbor mask for each are numbered. The up,down,left,right neighbors (hatched) of the
upper yellow pixel are selected by setting mask bits 6, 8, and 13; while for the lower yellow pixel
by setting 2, 7, and 9. The companion pixel in the same column pair (not numbered) is always set
as a neighbor regardless of the mask.

10.9 Precision ToT data

305

310

The Precision ToT block is present for every core column and generates four times 16 bits of data,
one for each HitOr bus in the core column. These data are stored and triggered the same way as
normal hit data. The 16 bits consist of 5 Time of Arrival (ToA) bits and 11 ToT bits, as explained
in Sec. 13.2. However, for the purposes of readout, they are considered as a set of four 4-bit
fragments. Thus there are sixteen 4-bit fragments. In this way the data can be encoded for readout
exactly the same way as a pixel quarter core containing 16 pixels, each with its 4-bit ToT. There
will be a compressed hit map, which is not actually mapping hits but simply indicating which of
the 4-bit fragments are non-zero, followed by all the non-zero 4-bit fragments. For any given event,
some of the four HitOrs may not have fired at all, and these are taken as a zero 16-bit code.
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11. Multi-Chip Data Aggregation
11.1 Data receivers
11.2 Setup and operation
315

11.3 Data flow, alignment, and idles
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12. Sensing and Monitoring Functions
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13. Test and Miscellaneous Functions
13.1 Hit OR

320

325

Just as in RD53A, within each RD53B core column there are four independent Hit OR nets, each
one fed by one quarter of the pixels. Fig. 12 shows graphically how the 64 pixels in one core are
grouped into the 4 OR networks. The figure also indicates two possible sensor formats of 50 µm ×
50 µm (50x50) or 25 µm × 100 µm (25x100) pixels. It can be seen that in the 50x50 case, a given
pixel in network 1 has its two up-down neighbors on network 3, and its left-right neighbors on 2
and 4. Conversely, a given 25x100 pixel on network has has its left-right neighbors in network 3
and its up-down neighbors on 2 and 4.

Figure 12: The four Hit Or nets in a 64 pixel core.
In the default mode, each net forms the logical OR of all individual pixel outputs that have
been enabled by the HitOr mask bit (one bit per pixel). New in RD53B there may be special modes
that allow selecting other pixel digital signals to be ORed into the HitOr net. Options are:

330

• The hit signal ANDed the negated pixel ToT counter enable signal, such that only a very
short leading edge pulse is produced.
• The hit signal ANDed with the pixel ToT counter MSB, such that a (delayed) signal is produced only for high charge hits.
13.2 Precision ToT module

335

The Precision ToT (PTOT) module makes measurements on the HitOR signals (13.1) coming out
of each core column. There is one PTOT per core column as shown in Fig. 13. Two quantities are
measured:
• ToT, just like in the pixels, but with an 11 bit counter counting as 1280 MHz effective rate,
• Time of Arrival (ToA) of the leading edge, as a phase difference from HitOr leading edge to
the next BX clock rising edge, with a 5 bit counter counting at 1280 MHz effective rate.
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Core column

...

Core column

Core column

Core column

Core column

Core column

RD53B
Pixel Array

HitOr[3:0] ...
PTOT PTOT PTOT

...

PTOT PTOT PTOT

PixelArrayReadOut
DigitalChipBottom

Figure 13: PTOT modules, one per core column.
340

These quantities are stored in memories just like the pixel region memories, associated to
latency buffers that keep track of time just as in the pixel regions. A diagram the PTOT module
is shown in Fig. 14. The latency buffer depth and logic are the same as in the pixel regions. The
readout of the PTOT data is trigger based, exactly as for regular pixels, and the data are included
in normal data path as described in Sec. 10.9.
HitOr[3:0]

Token

PrecisionTOT

HitOr[3]

PrecisionTOT_slice<0>
PrecisionTOT_slice<0>
PrecisionTOT_slice<0>
PrecisionTOT_slice<0>

HitOr[2]
HitOr[1]
HitOr[0]

HitOr

PrecisionTOTLogic

PixelLatencyMem

State Machine

11 bit Counter

State Machine

5 bit Counter

LE

PixelLatencyMemCell<0>

16 bits

<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<6>
<7>

BCID, BCID_req, TrigID, TrigID_req

WrAddr.

TOTMemCell<0>
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<6>
<7>

RdAddr.

Trig

Token

Bx_Clock

Ctr_Clock

DataOut[15:0]

Figure 14: Single PTOT module diagram. The elements outlined in blue are copies (same code)
of the pixel region logic.
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13.3 Capmeasure circuit
13.4 Heartbeat and test patterns
13.5 General purpose LVDS outputs
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14. Clock Generation and Data Recovery Technical Details
15. Digital Chip Bottom Technical Details
350

15.1 Data flow and buffering
15.2 AURORA encoding and decoding

16. Wire Bond and Bump Bond Pad Design (not pinout)
17. Reference Tables (pinouts, configuration, etc.)
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